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Chamber #

HB

188 Raoul, K

CIVIL LAW‐TECH

HB

189 Raoul, K

CIVIL LAW‐TECH

Comm. Description
Removes the trigger provision from Illinois law that would reinstate previous
state policy banning abortion in the event Roe v. Wade is overturned by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Clarifies the procedure for a court establishing jurisdiction over parties in a
case.
Makes several changes to the Common Interest Community Association Act
and the Condominium Property Act to improve management of condominium
boards.

HB

223 Martinez, I

NURSING HOME‐
RESID ID WRISTLET

Amends the Nursing Home Care Act to make it clear that an identification
wristlet may be placed on any resident per a physician's order.

243 Van Pelt, P

SCH‐POLICE JOB
TRAINING PROG

Allows high schools to establish partnerships with local law enforcement to
create police training academy job training programs; Requires ISAC to
administer a scholarship program for students who have participated in such
programs and have been accepted into one of the state's public universities.

270 Stademan, S

INVESTIGATIONS OF
POLICE

Requires each law enforcement agency to develop a written policy regarding
the investigation of officer‐involved criminal sexual assaults.

HB

284 Harris, N

PROCUREMENT‐
MOBILIZATION PAY

HB

302 Collins, J

Requires mobilization payments be made to subcontractors when the contract
with IDOT provides for mobilization payments.
Requires insurance companies to periodically check any unclaimed life
insurance policies against a state death registry to ensure families are receiving
their due life insurance payouts.

HB

HB
HB

Senate Sponsor

40 Steans, H

Short Description

ABORTION‐VARIOUS

HB

374 McConchie, D

LIFE INS‐UNCLAIMED
BENEFITS
VEH CD‐WAIVE
RECLASS REG FEE

HB

375 Steans, H

POLICE TRAINING

Allows veterans with specialty veterans plates to replace them with another
type of plate without paying the fee.
Requires the Illinois Law Enforcement Training Standards Board to create a
course on mental health awareness including recognizing mental crises which
require an immediate response.
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HB

425 Lightford, K

HB

470 McCann, W

HB

512 Nybo, C

Changes the salaries of chief administrative officers and their appointed
assistants at suburban Cook County intermediate service centers to be uniform
with those of the Regional Offices of Education.

SCH CD‐REG
SUPERINTENDENT
DESIGNATIONS‐STATE
GRAIN‐CORN
Makes corn the official State Grain of the State of Illinois.
Amends the Election Code to allow notice of public referenda to be up to 60
ELEC CD‐PUBLIC
days prior instead of 30.
QUESTION NOTICE

Allows records of charges that result in an acquittal or dismissal with prejudice,
except for minor traffic offenses, to be immediately sealed after the final
disposition of the case.
Permits counties outside of Cook County to abolish road districts through
public referendum.
Changes the State Comptroller Act by requiring State employee salaries to be
rounded to the nearest hundred dollar when listing the most recent past year’s
salary amounts and the current year’s total amount or monthly amount for the
public.

HB

514 Hunter, M

HB

607 Morrison, J

CRIM ID‐IMMEDIATE
SEALING
TRANSPORTATION‐
TECH

HB

623 McConchie, D

COMPTROLLER ACT‐
SALARY REPORT

HB

649 Cunningham, B

Creates a formal process for the county sheriff and DHS to handle the custody
CRIM PRO‐DHS
of defendants found either unfit to stand trial or found not guilty by reason of
PLACEMENT‐DEFNDT insanity.

HB

659 Cunningham, B

LOCAL GOVERNMENT‐ Allows the sanitary district to participate in any available nutrient trading
TECH
program in the State for meeting quality standards.

679 Mulroe, J

IDPH‐
MENINGOCOCCAL
BROCHURE

683 Mulroe, J

Ensures that the Illinois Insurance Guaranty Fund has access to the claims
records of insolvent companies that are possessed by third‐party
VEH CD‐LENGTH AND administrators and outlines the priority given to expenses the Illinois Insurance
Guaranty Fund may recover from the assets of an insolvent insurer.
SIZE REQ

HB

HB

Requires the Department of Public Health to develop an informational
brochure about meningococcal disease and requires institutions of higher
education to provide the brochure to students.
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HB

733 Castro, C

HB

736 Hunter, M

Prohibits motor vehicle dealers from allowing a driver to leave the premises in
VEH CD‐DEALERSHIP‐ a vehicle with any type of signs/ decals, on windows that would obstruct the
WINDSHIELD
driver’s view.
Establishes a small business grant program that will provide money to low‐
DHS‐SMALL BUSINESS income individuals on public aid who are interested in becoming
entrepreneurs.
GRANT PGRAM

HB

743 Althoff, P

HB

817 Nybo, C

FIRE PROTECTION
DIST‐REVENUE
GROUP INSUR‐
ADOPTION
PLACEMENT

823 Hunter, M

BANKS‐COMMUNITY
REINVESTMENT

HB

HB

TRANSPORTATION‐
1677 McConnaughay, K TECH

HB

1685 Clayborne, J

HB

1784 Steans, H

HB

1785 Hutchinson, T

CIVIL LAW‐TECH
VEH CD‐BICYCLES‐
MISC
BIRTH CERT‐SEX
DESIGNATION

HB

1800 Althoff, P

HGHWY CD‐SNOW
BREAK‐GROWER FEE

HB

1805 Hunter, M

ORGAN DONOR
REGISTRY‐AGE 16

Allows the Fire Protection District Board of Trustees to levy a special tax for
expenses for emergency and rescue crews and equipment via referendum.

Requires the Division of Banking to review the federal Community
Reinvestment Act performance evaluations.

Creates a special enrollment period for state insurance for an adopted child.

Requires the Secretary of State to include information on human trafficking in
its commercial drivers license curriculum and study guide information.
Allows the State’s Attorney to use civil penalty and damage funds not awarded
to a private party as a result of prosecution under the Insurance Claims Fraud
Prevention Act for general crime prevention.
Allows motorists to pass bicyclists in no‐passing zones and allows bicyclists to
drive on the shoulder.
Allows an individual to change their sex designation on their birth certificate
without undergoing a gender transition.
Allows the county board to pay an inconvenience fee of more 10% when the
board contracts a farmer to grow a row of crops adjacent to a county highway
to block drifting snow.
Allows driver's license or identification card applicants who are 16 years old or
older (rather than 18) the opportunity to be included in the First Person
Consent organ and tissue donor registry.
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HB

HB

1849 Munoz, A

Removes the rank of Special Agent Sergeant, Special Agent Master Sergeant,
STATE GOVERNMENT‐ Special Agent Lieutenant, Special Agent Captain or Special Agent Major from
TECH
State Police statute.

1895 Bivins, T

LOCAL GOVERNMENT‐ Changes the Illinois Police Training Act to include training in handling stress,
TECH
trauma, and post‐traumatic stress.
Requires notice of a cancellation of an insurance policy to be mailed to the
named insured at the last mailing address known by the company, not to any
relevant mortgage or lien holder of the property.
Changes the expiration date for fish dealer licenses.
Requires public and charter schools to provide reasonable breastfeeding
accommodations for students.
Requires every state employee to undergo annual cyber‐security training by
the Department of Technology & Innovation.

HB
HB

1954 Holmes, L
2028 Fowler, D

HB

2369 Hunter, M

HB

2371 Hunter, M

HB

2382 Hutchinson, T

REGULATION‐TECH
WILDLIFE‐TECH
SCH CD‐
BREASTFEEDING
STATE EMPLOYEES‐
CYBERSECURITY
FIRE HYDRANT ACT‐
DRY HYDRANTS

2383 Syverson, D

MHDDAA‐STAFF ADM Expands the list of entities where authorized direct care staff can administer
MEDS
medications to people with developmental disabilities.

HB

HB

2386 Nybo, C

HB

2388 Castro, C

HB

2390 Steans, H

HB

2404 Rose, C

HB

2407 Holmes, L

EPA‐METAL
BEVERAGE
CONTAINERS
CHILD ABUSE
AWARENESS ACT‐
TECH

CRIM CD&CD CORR‐
HATE CRIME
CREDIT FOR PRIOR
LEARNING
TWP SIZE‐MUNI
ANNEXATION

Regulates "dry hydrants" under the Fire Hydrant Act.

Amends the Environmental Protection Act to permit retailers to sell products
in a metal beverage container, known as a crawler.
Requires the Department of Children and Family Services to establish and
maintain on its official website a searchable database regarding each day care
entity licensed by the Department.
Adds crimes committed on the grounds of a religious facility to the definition
of a hate crime. Removes the $1,000 restitution cap and allows courts to
impose a fine based on the severity of the crime and damages.
Creates the Credit for Prior Learning Act to improve degree attainment
opportunities for under‐served student populations.
Allows municipalities to annex contiguous territory across a body of water.
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HB

2437

HB

2449

HB

2461

HB

2474

VEH CD‐
VOLUNTEERISM
McConnaughay, K PLATES
SERVICE MEMBER
Castro, C
RELIEF‐CONTRACT
SCH CD‐SCH REPORT
Bush, M
CARDS
DHS RECOVERIES
Aquino, O
TRUST FUND

Authorizes the Illinois Department of Human Services to issue "volunteerism"
decals for the Universal special license plate.
Allows service members to terminate or suspend certain service contracts.
Requires that information about gifted education be listed on the Illinois
School Report Card website
Cleans up the Illinois Public Aid Code and ensure that the Department of
Human Services stops receiving audit findings.
Creates the Prostate Cancer Awareness Fund and authorizes the IDPH to issue
"prostate cancer awareness" decals for the Universal special license plate.
Allows DNR to sell plants to government agencies, institutions, or individuals at
a price to cover DNR's costs to grow and maintain the trees.

HB

2485 Tracy, J

VEH CD‐PROSTATE
CANCER DECAL

HB

2488 Tracy, J

SALE OF PLANT
MATERIAL

2492 Hastings, M

VEH CD‐
FIRE&EMRGNCY VEH‐ Exempts emergency vehicles and fire trucks from all size, weight and load
WEIGHT
limits in the Vehicle Code except on Class I highways.

HB

HB

CS‐SYNTHETIC DRUGS Adds and removes several scheduled substances from the Illinois Controlled
2534 Mulroe, J
AND ANALOGS
Substances Act to prohibit synthetic drugs like bath salts.
Requires open meetings of the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning to be
CMAP‐RECORD AND broadcast to the public and maintained in real‐time on the Board's website
using a high‐speed internet connections.
2538 McConnaughay, K STREAM MEETING

HB

2556 Hunter, M

DCFS‐DIFFERENTIAL
RESPONSE PGM

HB

2559 Munoz, A

CIV PRO‐TECH

HB

Allows DCFS to implement a differential response program that will address
the underlying causes of the family strain.
Requires courts granting a name change to a person with a criminal record
who has not received a pardon, or who has a pending arrest or charge, to
forward a copy of the name change order to the ISP.
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HB

2581 Cunningham, B

TOLL HWY‐GRADE
SEPARATIONS

LEGAL NOTICES‐
ADJACENT COUNTY
VEH CD‐US COAST
GUARD PLATES
VEH CD‐INS‐
ELECTRONIC VERIFY

HB

2585 Mulroe, J

HB

2595 Aquino, O

HB

2610 Munoz, A

HB

2626 Rezin, S

HB

2643 Koehler, D

HB

2661 Cullerton, T

HB

2663 Lightford, K

EMS‐TRANSPORTING
POLICE DOGS
EARLY CHILDHOOD
PROGRAM‐EXPEL

HB

2664 Harris, N

PROMPT PAYMENT‐
SUBCONTRACTORS

HB

2685 Anderson , N

HB

2700 Steans, H

PARENTAL RIGHTS
FOR THE BLIND
PEDESTRIAN‐
DISABILITY‐PATHS

WILDLIFE‐TRAPPING‐
GREEN HIDES
CONSENT TO
MEDICAL CARE‐
MINORS

Requires local municipalities to enter into a maintenance agreement with the
Illinois State Toll Highway Authority whenever the Authority has constructed or
will construct grade separations or interchange improvements in the future.
Provides that if there isn't a newspaper in an area, then public notices that are
required by law may be published in a secular newspaper that has general
circulation within the unit of local government or school district.
Creates the US Coast Guard license plate.
Allows the Secretary of State to electronically verify auto insurance policies.
Provides that a person cannot be denied parenting time, participation in
private or public adoption, or foster care or guardianship because they are
blind.
Adds walking, running or bike paths to definition of "pedestrian with a
disability."
Allows an EMT or Paramedic to transport a police dog injured in the line of
duty to a veterinary clinic if there aren't any people requiring medical attention
or transport at that time.
Prohibits the expulsion of children enrolled in early childhood programs
receiving grants from ISBE.
Prohibits contractors, subcontractors or material suppliers with DOT contracts
from offsetting, decreasing, or diminishing payments due to subcontractors or
material suppliers without reasonable cause.
Removes the requirement that fur harvesters dispose of green hides within 20
days after the close of trapping season.
Provides that consent protections for minors also apply to services performed
by chiropractic physicians and licensed optometrists.
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HB

2704 Tracy, J

HB

2708 Tracy, J

Amends the Personnel Code by stating that payroll certifications must be made
PERSONNEL‐PAYROLL
by an agency head, rather than Director of Central Management Services.
CERT
CONTROLLED SUB‐
INFO RELEASE
Allows certain DHS officials to access prescription monitoring databases.

2713 Cunningham, B

SOS‐BUS CORP‐
EXPEDITED SERVICE

HB

2719 Althoff, P

RADON TASK FORCE‐
ABOLISH

HB

2725 Bivins, T

Amends the Radon Industry Licensing Act to remove the definition of the Task
Force on Radon Resistant Building Codes from existing law.
Requires DNR and IDOT to enter into an inter‐agency agreement and
coordinate on developing the obligation of projects authorized by the Federal
HWY CD‐RECREATION Highway Administration (FHWA) for projects within the Recreational Trails
Program.
TRAIL FUNDS

HB

2733 Connelly, M

HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS BD‐
ABOLISH

HB

2738 Collins, J

HB

Requires that a LLC first obtain a certificate of registration before providing
professional services.

Changes the Hazardous Materials Emergency Act to end the Hazardous
Materials Advisory Board.
Requires prisons to allow inmates to receive visitors in person or via video
CD CORR‐VISITATION teleconference, with some exceptions for behavior.

HB

2740 Rezin, S

HB

2762 Hunter, M

SCH CD‐ALTERNATIVE Requires the regional superintendent of schools and the ICCB make available
CREDENTIALS
for qualified individuals a High School Equivalency Testing Program.
Prohibits hospitals from maintaining a list of individuals that cannot be
admitted for treatment but instead gives the hospital the ability to recommend
an alternate provider, or arrange access to care services that best meets the
HOSPITAL‐DO‐NOT‐
needs of an individual patient.
ADMIT LISTS

2778 Jones, III, E

Allows a fire protection district to annex, by ordinance, property into its
INS CD‐PROOF OF FIRE jurisdiction for which the district is providing coverage. It stipulates the
COVERAGE
method in which the property owner must be notified.

2794 Martinez, I

VOCATIONAL
ACADEMY‐CHARTER
SCH

HB

HB

Requires all school districts, including CPS, to notify qualified students in
grades 11 and 12 of dual enrollment and dual credit opportunities at public
community colleges.
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HB

2895 Fowler, D

DESIGNATIONS‐STATE Amends the State Designations Act by designating cycling as the official State
EXERCISE
exercise

HB

2897 Manar, A

CD CORR‐HELPING
PAWS‐VETERANS

HB

2907 McGuire, P

HB

2959 Biss, D

HB

2965 Martinez, I

HB

2987 Hunter, M

HB

2989 Raoul, K

HB

3001 Hastings, M

HB

HB

HB

HB

Allows the Helping Paws Service Dog Program to also train service dogs for
veterans with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) or depression.

DHFS‐TELEMEDICINE‐ Removes the requirement that a psychiatrist be in the same room as a patient,
REQUIRMNTS
thus allowing the use of treatment via teleconference.
INS CD‐PREEXISTING Bars health insurance companies from denying coverage to Illinoisans with pre‐
existing conditions.
CONDITION
Amends the Residential Mortgage License Act of 1987 by requiring a licensee
MORTGAGE LOAN‐
to accept payment in whole month amounts when a mortgage is in arrears
ARREARS PAYMENT
more than one month.
Creates the State Agency Student Worker Opportunity Act. When a state
PERSONNEL‐
agency has a job opening, that agency must notify DHS, IDJJ and DCFS who
INTERNSHIPS
then must notify qualified applicants of the job opening.
CD CORR‐VIDEO
Prohibits the DoC from limiting in‐person visits to inmates because of the
CONFERENCING
availability of video‐conferencing.
SECURITY DEPOSIT‐
Puts regulations in place to ensure transparency when landlords deduct fines
DISCLOSURES
and penalties from renters.

3017 McConchie, D

FLAG DISPLAY‐
GOVERNOR NOTICE

Establishes that, in addition to the Department of Veterans' Affairs, any other
State or federal entity, agency, or person can notify the governor of the death
by hostile fire of an Illinois resident member of the United States Armed
Forces.

3018 Schimpf, P

VETERANS' AFFAIRS‐
REFERENCES

Makes technical changes in various acts by changing references to the
Department of Veterans Affairs to the Department of Veterans' Affairs.

3032 Schimpf, P

Changes the name of the Interagency Military Base Support and Economic
Development Committee to the Military Economic Development Committee
STATE GOVERNMENT‐ (MEDC), changes the office to which MEDC reports, and redefines the duties it
TECH
has assigned.

3045 McConchie, D

VEH CD‐SOS‐EMAIL
NOTIFICATION

Requires the Secretary of State to include a person’s email address, if available,
at the time of application for a certificate of title and vehicle registration.
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE
TASK GROUP
CIRCUIT COURTS‐
COMPLAINTS

Changes the Illinois Low‐level Radioactive Waste Management Act to end the
Low ‐Level Radioactive Waste Task Group and to give the IEPA the authority to
select and manage regional disposal facility sites.
Requires circuit courts to post a public notice with details on how to file
complaints against judges.

HB

3048 Rezin, S

HB

3054 Collins, J

HB

SCH CD‐AVERAG DAILY Requires school districts to report average daily attendance figures for each
3059 Bertino‐Tarrant, J ATTENDANCE
grade level served.

HB

3060 Martinez, I

BIRTH RECORDS‐
HOMELESS PERSONS

HB

3063 Koehler, D

HB

3072 Hastings, M

FARMERS MARKETS‐
COTTAGE FOOD
INS CD‐VEH
PROTECTION
PRODUCT

HB

3084 Connelly, M

AGG DUI‐DEATH‐
LIMITATION

HB

3108 Anderson , N

IFA‐FIRE TRUCKS

HB

3122 Castro, C

HB

3131 Aquino, O

HB

HB

3139 Collins, J

3143 Hunter, M

PENCD‐IMRF‐OFFICE
HOLDERS
DHS‐DEMOGRAPHIC
DATA

Requires that specified fees for birth record searches or certified copies of
birth records be waived for all requests made by a homeless person.
Clarifies what cottage food operations are allowed to produce without being
subject to health department regulations.

Removes the statute of limitations on prosecution for aggravated DUI causing
death.

Claries Vehicle Protection Product warranties and corrects previous drafting
errors.

Allows fire departments, fire protection districts, or non‐profit ambulance
services to receive loans of up to $200,000 for the purchase of ambulances.
Amends ths IMRF provisions of the Illinois Pension Code, providing that any
person who holds part‐time office as a member of a governing body is
prohibited from participating in an IMRF plan.
Requires DHS to publicly report demographic data of program participants.

SCH CD‐CHRONIC
ABSENT PUPILS

Requires school districts to collect and review chronic absence data and
determine ways to encourage daily attendance. Schools are encouraged but
not required to provide support to students and families.

PROMPT PAYMENT‐
GRANT AGREEMNTS

Expands the list of goods or services in the Prompt Payment Act, including
services concerning prevention, intervention, or treatment services and
support for youth.
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3165 Raoul, K

CD CORR‐DJJ‐
RESTORATIVE JUSTIC

3168 Hunter, M

DCFS‐INTACT FAMILY Allows DCFS to submit a copy of a child's report, if the child is deemed
SRVCS CASES
delinquent, to the child's attorney or guardian ad litem.

HB

3172 Tracy, J

VEH CD‐VEH SAFETY
TEST

Requires a truck tractor in combination with a semitrailer to be submitted to
safety inspection every 12 months.

HB

3212 Trotter, D

HB

3215 Hunter, M

Allows homeless minors between the ages of 16 and 18 to live in transitional
housing without being partially emancipated by a court of law.
Requires school districts to make feminine hygiene products available and free
for students.

HB

3244 Cullerton, T

HB

3251 Cullerton, T

HOMELESS MINOR‐
CONSENT;HOUSING
SCH CD‐FEMININE
HYGIENE PRODCT
INS CD‐ELECTRONIC
DOC DELIVERY
CRIM CD‐ILLEGAL
ELECTRONIC MON

HB

3255 Tracy, J

HB

3272 McConchie, D

Allows for the electronic delivery of auto insurance documents.
Expands the cyberstalking offense to include installing tracking software and
causing threats.
Amends the Board of Higher Education Act by rescinding antiquated
BD HIGHER ED‐MISC provisions.
Provides that the methods of commercial fish taking are subject to
COMMERCIAL FISHING modification by administrative rule based upon lake‐wide scientific assessment
REGULATION
of data or fishery need.

3273 McConchie, D

FISH‐LAKE MICHIGAN Allows the Department of Natural Resources to issue a maximum of five
COMMERC LIC
commercial fishing licenses.

HB

3293 Castro, C

Provides that when an individual or entity that is not a school district, religious
VEH CD‐SCHOOLBUS‐ organization, school bus vendor, or school bus company sells a school bus, the
IDENTIFCATION
recipient must perform certain modifications to the vehicle.

HB

3322 Althoff, P

HB

3359 Hastings, M

HB
HB

HB

LAND SURVEYOR‐
SURVEYOR INTERN
FORCIBLE ENTRY
ACTION‐EVICTION

Provides for training in restorative practices for the Department of Juvenile
Justice.

Amends the Illinois Professional Land Surveyors Act of 1989 to bring the Act
into conformity with current industry practice and national standards.
Changes the “Forcible Entry and Detainer Act” to the “Eviction Act” to make
the court system easier to understand for the everyday person.
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HB

3368 Trotter, D

HB

3369 Van Pelt, P

HB

3394 Morrison, J

HB

HB

HB

SCH CD‐
ENTREPRENEUR
CURRICULUM

Requires ISBE to post information for teaching entrepreneurial skills for school
districts with secondary schools. ISBE will obtain tips from business groups and
universities for the list of resources.
Requires the State Board of Education to post resources regarding the teaching
SCH CD‐HIGH‐SKILLED of high‐skilled manufacturing, to be used in high school and vocational
education programs.
MANUFACTUR
ABUSED KIDS‐SCHOOL Codifies current state practice relating to school districts working with DCFS
EMPLOYEE
when a teacher is subject to an abuse investigation.
Changes the definition of "eligible utility" in the Illinois Joint Municipal Electric
Power Act to include independent system operators, regional transmission
organizations (RTOs), or an entity that participates in either of those systems.

3419 Hastings, M

MUNI CD‐ELIGIBLE
UTILITY
EXPATRIATE
CORP/FOREIGN
HAVEN

3469 Bennett, S

VEH CD‐POLICE&FIRE Allows municipal or county emergency service or disaster service vehicles to be
VEHS‐SIREN
equipped with sirens.

3396 Rezin, S

HB

3502 Bush, M

HB

3528 Weaver, C

HB

3542 Stademan, S

HB

3601 Clayborne, J

Places restrictions on the conditions under which "expatriate entities" may
submit bids or enter into contracts with State agencies.

Creates the Advisory Council on Early Identification and Treatment of Mental
Health Conditions, which is required to develop a set of recommendations and
an action plan to address the barriers to early and regular screening of mental
health conditions in children and young adults in Illinois.
HEALTH‐TECH
Changes the Real Estate License Act to create an education provider license for
schools that offer courses in pre‐license, post‐license, or continuing education
REAL ESTATE LICENSE‐ real estate content, and eliminates licensure for continuing education schools
and pre‐license schools.
CONT ED
FOSTER CHILDREN‐
Adds a new provision to the Foster Children's Bill of Rights Act to provide for
RIGHTS
the best settings for foster care placements.
Encourages East St. Louis School District 189 to allow students in grades 11 and
SCH CD/COMM COLL‐ 12 to take classes at Southwestern Illinois College (SWIC) for dual credit at no
cost to the student.
SW IL COLLEGE
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HB

3615 Weaver, C

HB

3649 Manar, A

HB

3658 Tracy, J

HB

3684 Koehler, D

HB

3701 Clayborne, J

HB

3709 Lightford, K

DCFS‐ABUSE RPT‐
SCHOOL EMPLOYEE

Provides that school employees have due process rights when they are the
alleged perpetrator of child abuse or neglect.

ST FINANCE‐CURRENT Requires each state agency to provide a report to the State Comptroller that
LIABILITIES
details the liabilities held at the agency.
Streamlines the process of state inventory tracking by eliminating the
STATE PROPERTY‐
requirement for property valued between $500 and $1,000 to be tagged and
INVENTORY LIMIT
tracked.
FOOD SERVICE
Eliminates a redundant food handling certificate from the state.
SANITATION CERT
Requires each public institution of higher education, and any institution that
receives MAP funding, to adopt a policy for awarding academic credit for prior
HIGHER ED‐MILITARY military training and programs, and to develop a procedure for receiving the
necessary documentation to assess military transcripts.
EXP
MHDDC‐MINOR‐
Increases the number of counseling visits available to minors 12 years old and
OUTPATIENT‐
older from five sessions to eight sessions without having to receive prior
THERAPY
consent from a guardian.

HB

3711 Aquino, O

HB

3712 Van Pelt, P

HB

3718 Bush, M

Includes intimidation, stalking, cyberstalking, or transmission of obscene
CRIM CD‐HATE CRIME‐
messages as possible hate crimes and creates a civil penalty for hate crimes.
CIVIL PNLTY
Allows the Department of Corrections to provide inmates with temporary
CD CORR‐CONTENT
access to content‐controlled tablets for educational and visitation
CONT TABLET
opportunities as a reward for good behavior.
Consolidates provisions regarding obtaining and issuing orders of protection
and no contact orders, creates a criminal offense for the violation of no
contact orders, and allows the State’s Attorney to petition for protective
CRIM PRO‐
PROTECTIVE ORDERS orders on behalf of a victim.

HB

3803 Hutchinson, T

CRIM CD‐PARTIC
GANG ACTIVITY

Changes the criminal offense of "unlawful contact with a gang member" to
"unlawful participation in street gang related activity."

COURTS‐TECH

Eliminates instances in which juvenile records may be shared and creates an
automatic expungement process for some juvenile offenses.

HB

3817 Hastings, M
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HB

3874 Mulroe, J

HB

3879 Raoul, K

HB

3910 Martinez, I

SB

3 T. Cullerton

SB

9 Hutchinson, T

SB

52 McConchie, D

SB

55 Jones, III, E

SB

57 Stademan, S

SB

SB
SB

67 Hastings, M

265 Harmon, D
282 Hunter, M

Clarifies that no person shall operate, register, or maintain registration of a
VEH CD‐MANDATORY motor vehicle anywhere in the state (including on private property) unless the
VEH INSURANCE
vehicle is covered by a liability insurance policy.
Allows the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority to conduct an
inventory of law enforcement agencies, county sheriff's offices, circuit court
CRIM JUSTICE INFO‐ clerks, or circuit clerks in the state that operate using a predominately paper
system.
PAPER SYSTEM
Allows emergency medical services personnel to administer Schedule II, III, IV
CONTROLLED SUB‐
or V controlled substances to a person without a written, electronic or oral
EMS PERSONNEL
prescription.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
CONSOLIDATION
Allows local government units to dissolve via referendum.
Enacts a series of measures to bring in revenue, including an income and
corporate tax increase, excise tax on certain services, elimination of three
corporate tax loopholes, anincrease in the EITC, reduction in LLC filing fees and
BUDGET ECON
STABILIZ/VIDEO TAX creation of educator tax credit.
VEH CD‐HORSEMEN Allows for the Horsemen's Council of Illinois to issue a decal for the Universal
COUNCIL PLATE
Special License plate.
Designates August 4 of each year as Barack Obama Day in honor of our 44th
BARACK OBAMA DAY POTUS, to be celebrated throughout the state.
Allows domestic violence victims to continue to use their current cell phone
PROTECTION ORDER‐ when they have separated from their abuser, helping them leave by saving
PHONE SERVICE
them financial costs from setting up a new phone.

COLLABORATIVE
PROCESS ACT

Establishes requirements for collaborative law agreements and collaborative
law procedures, clarifies the role of the courts in a collaborative proceeding,
and set rules for privileged or confidential material.

Requires notaries to state they are not attorneys or providing legal advice in
NOTARY PUBLIC‐SEAL‐ electronic communications and advertisements, and makes other guidelines
NOTICE
for notaries.
ESTHER GOLAR DAY
Designates April 16 of each year as Esther Golar Day.
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SB
SB

298 Bush, M
314 Murphy, L

CONSUMER FRAUD‐
PRICES‐SERVICES
REGULATION‐TECH

SB

317 Mulroe, J

REGULATION‐TECH

SB

318 Manar, A

SB

320 Morrison, J

REGULATION‐TECH
CHILD DEATH
INVESTIGATION
VEH‐LOW‐SPEED
ELECTRIC BICYCLE

SB

396 Steans, H

SB

422 Castro, C

SB

447 Cunningham, B

SB

589 Anderson , N

SB

639 Haine, W

SB

641 Holmes, L

SB

646 Koehler, D

SB

731 Murphy, L

TWP CD‐GOODS
FROM GOVT AGENCY
SCH CD‐CHICAGO‐
AGRICULTURAL

Aims to expose gender‐based price discrimination and allow consumers to
make educated choices by requiring dry cleaners, barbers and tailors to
provide price lists for standard services upon request.
Requires insurance to cover mammograms for dense breast tissue.
Allows a pharmacist to administer progesterone injections to pregnant women
to lower the risk of preterm birth if a patient has a valid prescription.
Bars employers from penalizing employees who refuse to disclose their genetic
information or participate in workplace wellness programs that require
disclosure of such information.
Adds a representative of the Department of Public Health to each child death
review team.
Creates three new classifications of electric bicycles and allows local
authorities to regulate low‐speed electric and gas‐bicycles.
Allows townships to be exempt from competitive bidding for purposes of
buying used fire and safety equipment only.
Allows Chicago Ag school to exceed its enrollment cap by 80 students for a
special program.

Allows dental assistants to remove loose or broken orthodontic appliances.
EXPANDED FUNCTION Requires basic life support certification for dental assistants performing these
expanded procedures.
DENTAL ASST
CRIM CD‐DRUG
Creates an imprisonment term for a person who delivers a fatal dose of a
INDUCED HOMICIDE controlled substance to another person.
ANIMAL CONTROL‐
Allows county animal control agencies to use funds for Trap, Neuter,
FERAL CATS
Vaccinate, Return programs for feral cats.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CO‐LOCATION
CIV PRO‐ZONING BD
OF APPEALS

Creates a pilot program DCFS may implement meant to help get kids out of
abusive homes.
Prevents someone who has testified as an individual from being named as a
defendant in a lawsuit.
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SB

751 Jones, III, E

SB

764 Morrison, J

SB

771 Martinez, I

Allows Cook and collar counties to collect non‐real property taxes and fees in
the same manner as they would collect fines, sanctions, and costs resulting
from county code violations. Allows the county to charge the cost of collecting
COUNTIES CD‐
ENFORCE JUDGMENTS unpaid taxes to the debtor.
SCH CD‐CHILD ABUSE Requires schools to post contact information for the Department of Children &
HOTLINE
Family Services to report child abuse or neglect.
SPEECH PATH
Extends the repeal date of the Illinois Speech‐Language Pathology and
PRACTICE‐VARIOUS
Audiology Practice Act to January 1, 2028.

838 Lightford, K

Requires the Department of Public Health to promote awareness and
AWARENESS‐CANCER
programs for cancer screening of veterans.
IN VETERANS

SB

852 Hutchinson, T

LIVE THEATER
PRODUCTION CREDIT Extends the Live Theater Production Tax Credit for five years.

SB

866 Cullerton, T

VETERANS‐SERVICE
ANIMALS

Requires the Department of Veteran Affairs to provide returning veterans with
informational resources on how to acquire service animals.

SB

883 Mulroe, J

Allows children born within 36 months of the death of a parent to inherit from
the deceased parent if the child was born with the decedent's consent.

SB

885 Koehler, D

SB

889 Hutchinson, T

PROBATE ACT‐
POSTHUMOUS CHILD
INSTALLMENT SALES
CONTRACTS
JURIES‐UNLAWFUL
DISCRIMINATION

SB

931 Morrison, J

JUV CT‐SHELTER
PLACEMENTS

Creates rules and regulations for "rent‐to‐own" style apartment contracts.
Prohibits jurors from being excluded from jury service on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, national origin or economic status.
Requires DCFS to file a written report with the court when a minor in their care
remains in a shelter beyond 30 days, in a psychiatric hospital past the time of
discharge or in a detention center solely because the agency cannot find an
appropriate placement.

973 Morrison, J

DCFS‐REPORTS‐
YOUTH IN CARE

Requires DCFS to submit an annual report to the GA including information on
the number of youth in the agency's care waiting for placement.

SB

SB
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SB

SB

1094 Althoff, P

1238 McCann, W

SB

1261 Holmes, L

SB

1267 Sandoval, M

NURSE ANESTHETIST
LICENSE
VET COURT
TREATMENT‐
COUNTIES

SB

1276 Barickman, J

SB

1312 Munoz, A

SB

1319 Bivins, T

SB

1321 Connelly, M

SB

1342 Holmes, L

SB

1413 Connelly, M

1422 Nybo, C

CRIM PRO‐SOL‐
BURDEN OF PROOF

1434 T. Cullerton

RENTAL‐PURCHASE
TAX

SB

Allows the Veteran and Servicemembers Court programs to operate in more
than one county in the Circuit at the discretion of the Chief Judge.

OWNERSHIP OF
Allows pet owners to create partial or joint custody for pets upon dissolution
COMPANION ANIMAL of a marriage
Requires each Class I railroad to submit an annual report containing
RAILROAD SUPPLIER procurement goals and actual spending for female‐owned, minority‐owned,
veteran‐owned and small business enterprises.
DIVERSITY
CRIM PRO&CORR‐
UNFIT DEFENDANT
VETERANS CT‐POST‐
ADJUDICATION
ADLT GUARDIANS‐
VIDEO HEARINGS
GROOMING&TRAVELI
NG MEET CHILD
ELEPHANT PROHIB‐
TRAV PERFORM
VITAL RECORDS‐
SEARCH PAROLEE

SB

Requires the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation to issue a
certified registered nurse anesthetist license to an advanced practice nurse
who applies for the license before July 1, 2023 (rather than July 1, 2018) and
meets certain other requirements.

Requires a person determining if a defendant is fit to stand trial to also submit
a report including an opinion as to if the person will maintain fitness.
Removes the State's Attorney approval requirement for participation in the
Veteran and Servicemember Court.
Allows people to testify via video conferencing in adult guardianship hearings if
all parties approve.
Adds a definition to "child" in the offense of "grooming" and "travel to meet a
minor" under the Sex Offender Management Board Act.
Bans African and Asian elephants in circuses and traveling animal acts.
Eliminates the fee for a copy of their birth certificate when a person is released
from the DOC.
Eliminates the requirement of prosecution to provide facts to extend the
statute of limitations; instead, the defendant must file a pretrial motion
alleging that their case should be dismissed.
Eliminates the use tax upfront and instead applies it to the final sale, so that
rental purchase companies can warehouse in Illinois and lease to multi‐state
clients in border communities.
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SB

1439 J. Cullerton

SB

1478 Althoff, P

SB

1489 Rezin, S

SB

1493 Jones, III, E

SB

1519 Steans, H

SB

1529 Weaver, C

SB

1544 Mulroe, J

SB

1556 Cunningham, B

MISSING CHILD RPT‐
HOTLINE INFO
ADVISORY BD‐
ABOLISH
IEMA‐CONFERENCE‐
TRAINING‐FEES
PROP TX‐FOREST
PRESERVE

DJJ‐PERSONNEL‐
QUALIFICATIONS
FARM NUISANCE‐
HORSES&LIVESTOCK
DHFS‐LONG TERM
CARE CLAIMS
VEH CD‐
MISCELLANEOUS

Requires law enforcement to provide individuals that contact them about
missing minors with the national missing person's hotline and other relevant
information.
Abolishes the Radiologic Technologies Accreditation Advisory Board
Allows IEMA to collect fees from attendees at IEMA sponsored conferences.
Allows a forest preserve district to abate unpaid taxes and existing liens when
it acquires certain types of distressed property.
Removes the requirement that certain Department of Juvenile Justice
personnel have a bachelor's/advanced degree with a specialization in criminal
justice, education, psychology, social work, and only requires them to have a
bachelor's, advanced degree or vocational training.
Adds "land used for keeping of livestock, horse keeping, and horse boarding"
to the definition of "farm" in the Farm Nuisance Act.
Extends the 15‐day deadline for long‐term care facilities to submit a resident’s
admission documents to 45 days.
Creates an expiration of temporary liens on vehicles and raises bond
requirements on auto‐dealers.
Requires that anyone looking to claim temporary possession of a property for
rehabilitation must show the court that the municipality or local governing
body has provided approval of their rehabilitation plan.
Establishes that IDOT will collect electronic crash data and allows IDOT to make
motor vehicle accident data available to the public for a fee.

Requires the Governor's Office of Boards and Commissions to offer an option
for sexual orientation in applications and requires it to report those numbers.

SB

1562 Cunningham, B

SB

1580 Anderson , N

SB

1586 Cunningham, B

ABANDONED
HOUSING‐REHAB‐
TERMS
VEH CD‐ACCIDENT
REPORT & DATA
DNR‐ASHES IN STATE
PARKS

1670 Bennett, S

BD & COMM
DEMOGRAPHIC INFO

1676 Cunningham, B

HOME HEALTH
Requires health care providers to only refer patients to other providers that
AGENCIES‐REFERRALS are properly licensed by the state.

SB

SB

Allows DNR to establish rules for the public to scatter ashes in a State park.
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SB

1681 Sandoval, M

SB

1688 Raoul, K

SB

1693 Cullerton, T

SB

1722 Raoul, K

SB

1730 Munoz, A

SB

1761 Biss, D

SB

1807 Harmon, D

SB

SB

1811 Althoff, P

1834 Mulroe, J

SB

1846 Hunter, M

SB

1884 Holmes, L

SB

SB

1895 McCann, W

1898 Stademan, S

VEH CD‐CARRIER‐
INSURANCE
DFPR‐CRIMINAL
HISTORY
VITAL RECORDS‐
MILITARY SERVICE

Requires every rail carrier that contracts with a carrier for the transportation of
its employees to verify that the contract carrier has hit and run, uninsured, and
underinsured motor vehicle coverage.
Requires the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation to consider
mitigating factors when considering applications for certain licenses,
certificates and registrations.

Adds a "veteran" designation to death certificates.
Creates tougher sentencing guidelines for repeat gun offenders while working
SENTENCING‐VARIOUS to keep nonviolent offenders out of prison.

RENTAL CAR‐DAMAGE
WAIVER‐VOID
CRIM CD‐SEXUAL
ORIENTATION
MUNI‐CONSTRUCT &
DEMO DEBRIS

TELEHEALTH ACT
COLLATERAL
RECOVERY‐
EXCEPTIONS
SCH/HEALTH STATS‐
ASTHMA
RESEARCH DOGS &
CATS ADOPTION
VOLUNTEER
EMERGENCY WORKER
CONSUMER
STATEMENTS
PROTECTED

Sets a cap on the collision damage waiver for rental cars at $13.50 per full or
partial rental day.
Prohibits sexual orientation from being considered a mitigating factor and
clarifies that it does not constitute serious provocation in murder cases.
Bars municipalities from contracting with people or companies for the disposal
of general construction or demolition debris.
Elimintaes the requirement for a physician practicing telemedicine to conduct
an in‐person patient history or physical examination of the patient before
engaging in a telemedicine encounter if they meet certain conditions.
Exempts third‐party contractors from the law requiring re‐possessors to
register as repossession agents.
Amends the School Code to include collection of data about asthma. Also
requires the Department of Public Health to collect and maintain health data
on asthma.
Provides that a research facility shall make reasonable efforts for adoption of a
dog or cat used in research.
Provides that volunteer firefighters or EMS personal cannot be terminated by
their employer for responding to an emergency call or text.
Protects the right of customers to leave negative reviews online by prohibiting
the enforcement of non‐disparagement clauses.
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SB

1944 Nybo, C

HYPODERMIC
SYRINGES‐
PHARMACIES

SB

2012 Weaver, C

INC TX‐ANGEL CREDIT

2028 Cullerton, T

VEH CD‐SCHOOL BUS‐
ACTIVITY

2034 Trotter, D

BAIL REFORM
ACT/CRIM CD‐THREAT

SB

SB

SB

2057 Rose, C

SB

2066 Righter, D

PUBLIC HEALTH DIST‐
LEASEHOLDS
LOCAL GOV‐
UNFUNDED
MANDATES

Amends the Hypodermic Syringes and Needles Act to provide that an individual
who is at least 18 years of age may purchase from a pharmacy and have in his
or her possession up to 100 hypodermic syringes or needles.
Extends the Angel Investment Tax Credit from December 31, 2016 to
December 31, 2021 and incorporates DCEO operational changes and new
reporting requirements and includes a reserve for M/F/D businesses and
businesses in small counties.
Allows a school bus to be used to transport passengers other than students to
non‐school based events without changing the registration and license plates
on the bus.
Provides new rights for bail defendants and encourages the creation of a risk
assessment for defendants to determine if they are a danger to the
community.
Prohibits the health department from having jurisdiction over or regulating a
private residential leasehold unless it regulates private single‐family residential
property in a similar manner.
Requires the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity to submit a
yearly report on mandates, including the estimated compliance cost, to the
General Assembly.
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